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SUITABLE ENVIRONMENTS FOR INVERSION TECHNIQUES: 
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ABSTRACT 

In order 10 detcmmine the applicability afinver*ion 10 varib 
ous lithobgical environmentc. a set of no~mxil incidence syn- 
lhetic traces ua\ generated by using an X/I2-55ihS Hz ~6x0 
phase w~lvelrt Ibr fwr synthetic logs from the following 
environments: I) Gething sands in rhc deep tmrin of Alhcrlil 
located close to a coal bed. ?I A glauconitic smd in xuthcrn 
Alberta ?,I Carbonate porosity near the top ufcxbonz~ks in 
northern .Alhcrta. 4) Gmnite Wash sand deposits in northern 
AlhL?rt;,. 

In each case two set? of synthetics were generaled hy ialter- 
inp the vdocity contrast for a thin layer and by altering rhe 
thickness for 8 re;~ronnblc velocity cvnlmsl. In all mdek. 
very thin layers cause changes in velocity ofa zone ofapproxi- 
mately 10 ms 00 10 30 ml duration. This change is ~relatrd in 
magnitodc 10 both the thickness ofthe nne and the magnitude 
ofthe contrarl. Flom these rhin-layer model\. it does not seem 
possible 10 cslimalc bath the thickness and the velocity con- 
trast ofthz cone ofinlrresl but the presence ofa thin layer can 
be prcdic~~d. Thu,. with wrrent &~a it i\ posible to identify 
the thin zones of porous sandstones 01 carbon;~tsr and get a 
qdilatiw idea oftheireconomic wlue. However. theirthick~ 
nessandporosityu;mnolbeestimstedontheinver?ion\ection. 

.Thr following Conclusions are derived for specific ~3~s: 
I. Coalhedsdonot intrrferewith(iethingrandonthe inver- 

cian sections. There sands can be identified distinctly when 
the,otalt,,icltner\ofihe\andzonei\a,,e:,\,X mf,,rave,~rci,y 
contrast rf X50 mix or the velocity conuast is at least 600 m!\ 
for I?-m-thick sand. 

2. A 4n-thick Glauconitic sand with a v&City conuasl of 
4(0mi\~,,llsesilnidentifiablevclocilydifferencr. An&m-thick 
sand mm: can he identified when the velocity cuntra,t i\ only 
300 m/s. 

3. Carbonate porosity can he identified when the velocity 
contrast is 4% for an IX-m-thick zone. A velocity wntrad of 
5% can Lx identified when this zone is 12 m thick. 

4. Granicr Wash can be identified when if is less than 5 m 
thick. However. smallchangesin Precambrian ~tr~~lurr~u~li~ 
211 ml cannot he identikd. 

In conclusion. the synthetic models with a wavelet rare- 
senting he handwidth of most seismic data show that the 
inversion technique can identify relatively thin ~du~live 
zones in a wide variely of grologi~al cnviranments. Some 
cnunple\ are shown for similar, but not identical. Glution> in 
real ‘la,. 

The interval velocity of the layered medium trav- 
ersed by seismic waves can be computed from the 
surface response of a scmrce from normal moveout, 
lateral displacement of reflection points, and the ampli- 
tude of the retleclions. The first Iwo mcasuremenrs 
provide variations in velocities over large intervals of 
hundreds of metres. while the changes over small inter- 
vals of up to a few me&s can be estimated from 
amplitudes. The combination usually provides reason- 
ably accwate estimates of the interval velocities. Such 
estimates have come into increasing use in hydrocarbon 
CxplOrationoverrecent years. Theavailable techniques 
ofestimatingintet-val velocities-generallycalledinver- 
sion- show marked differences in underlying concepts. 
computeralgorithmsandpresentation(Del~~scrn/.. 1970: 
Lindseth, IY7Y;Oldenburg. 1983;CookeandSchneider. 
1983). This paper discusses the results obtained by one 
inversion technique (Jain and Wren, 1977) in four syn- 
thetic stratigraphic situations, and makes some general 
conclusionsrcgardingresolutionlimitsinthesesituations. 
It must he emphasizcd that rhe conclusions derived 
here may apply to othertechniques in ageneral way but 
not in specific terms. It may also be noted that an 
invcrsionsectionistheestimateofimpedancedistribution. 
Relating this to lithology is still ambiguous, particularly 
when thin beds are involved. 

Carefully processed :md deconvolved (noise-free) seis- 
mic data are equivalent to the convolution of a band- 
limited wuclct with the reflectivity index series of the 
traversed medium. The resolution of the reflectivity 
index series computed from sonic logs depends only on 
the sample interval ofthe data. Howcvcr. the resolution 
of seismic tracer is a function of bandwidth and phase- 
spectrum of the wavelet. Bandwidth determines the 
minimum separation in reflectivity indices that can he 
observed on a trace (thinner beds arc smoothed or 
filtered out) and the phase determines which reflective 
ity indices are tuned in or tuned out. The tuning effect 
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can be minimized by computing the wavelet and reduc- 
ing it to a spike. On the other hand, very thin beds are 
tittered by the wavelet to amplitudes below the dynamic 
range of the data, and these cannot be recovered. The 
amplitude spectrum of the wavelet and the magnitude 
ofthercflectivityindicesdetcrminetheminimumdetecta- 
ble thickness of these thin beds. Slightly thicker beds of 
reasonable acoustic impedance contrat cwsc ampli- 
tude or character differences that are below the display 
range but within the dymrmic range of the data. In 
favourable circumstances, these be& can be identified 
after inversion. It is the purpose of this paper to esti- 
mate the thickness and velocity contrast of such beds in 
some situations of practical interest. 

SYNTHETIC MODELS ANI) ANALY’IKAL PKOCHX!RF 

Four sonic logs were chosen from Alberta, each rep- 
resenting a stratigruphic environment of exploration 
interest. Sonic logs were intept-ated at a 2.ms (two-way) 
interval and the zone of interest was modifed in the 
integrated sonic in two ways: 

I. Thevelocityinthecriticalronew;tschanerdwithin 
the expected limits at regular intervals. 

2. The thickness of the critical zone was changed in 
small incrementsfrornreroto;lt-easonahlythicksection. 

The modified integrated sonic velocities were con- 
verted to acoustic impedance and reflectivity vxies by 
assuming that the empirical density/v&city relation- 
ship given by Gardner er (I(. (1974) is applicable. A 
zero-phase filter oftrapezoidal passband 8112-55165 Hz 
was applied to the reflectivity indices to obtain syn- 
thetict1-aces.Theimpulseresponseofthisfiltc~isshoM;n 
in Figure I. In the author‘s cxperiencc. this frequency 
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Fig. 1. Impulse response Of applied Waveiet. 
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Fig. 2. Impulse response of computed wavelet. 

band is representative of much of the data collected in 
Alberta over the last few years. No noise of any kind 
was added, nor were any corrections made for absorption, 
because the intluence of noise was not the purpose of 
this study. Therefor-c, the results obtained here arc 
applicable only to relatively noise-free data which, 
fortunately, often occur. In other cases, enhancement 
tcchniqua we available to imp)-eve data to an acccpt- 
able level (Jain, 19x5). It may be noted that the level of 
signal/noise ratio required for adequate invet-sion is n 
function of the type of noise rather than its magnitude. 
Weak multiples arc gene-ally more misleading than a 
significant level of random noise. 

INVERSION TECHNIWE 

Jain and Wren (1977) discussed vxious aspects of 
inversion including the significance of the phase of the 
propagating wavelet and the signal/noise ratio require- 
ments. The inversion technique outlined in that papa 
was used in this study. An approximation of the propa- 
gating wavelet was computed fool- each trace (Fig. 2). 
The operators were designed to reduce wavelets to 
spikes and applied to the respective traces. Figut-e 3 
shows the computed wavelet\ for- a group of synthetic 
traces and the results of convolution with the designed 
operators. The resulting retlectivity index traces were 
used to compute inter-val vclocitics tGardncr (‘I <I/.. 
IY74). 

A small difference in phase can be noted bctwccn the 
applied and computed wavelcts (Figs. I. 2). The invcr- 
siun ~csults are influenced by this error in two ways: 
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Fig. 3. Computed wavelets for a group 01 synthetic traces and results 
of convolution with the designed operators. 

I. Thewrorcausesa small time-shift between inverted 
traces and sonic logs. For the reader’s convenience. the 
displays have been adjusted for this time-shift. 

2. This difference in wavelets introduces some inac- 
curacies in the vicinity of large velocity contrasts. It is 
important to compare inversion velocities with avail- 
able sonic logs to estimate the significance of these 
inaccuracies. 

OFFSET AMPLITUDE - MQDEL 

It has been stated (Wren, 1984) that because of the 
appreciable change in reflectivities with offset distance 
computed according to equations given by Zoeppritz 
(Telford <tt al., 1976) the stacking process may not be 
valid and inversion of stacked data may be misleading. 
This is generally true when spread distance and depth to 
reflector are such that the angle of incidence is greater 
than 30”. in such cases one needs to adjust sonic veloci- 
ties for the effects of offset, and compute a ‘stacked 
sonic log’. In most cases, however, this measure is not 
necessary. Figure 4 shows the reflectivity index trxes 
before artd after application of the wavelet shown in 
Figure I for spread distances ranging from 0 to 1650 m 
andfordepthsof 1700to22OO m. ‘Stacked’reflectivities 
and velocities computed from these retlectivities are 
also shown for comparison.While the amplitudes show 
certain decay with increasing offset, the stacked trace 
and velocities correspond very closely to their zwo- 
offset versions after a constant scale adjustment. If 
equalization were to be applied, as is generally done in 
processing, the scale difference present in Figure 4 
would bxome miniscule. This example confirms the 
general validity of stacking procedures when relative 
variations are being investigated, while not discourag- 
ingamplitude vs offset studies whenabsolute variations 
are desired and can be reliably computed from data. 
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Fig. 4. Offset synthetics vs average synthetic: heavy lines are So ms 
aDart. 

DESCRIPTION OF MODELS 

Thefollowingsituationswereinvestigatedbymodelling: 
I. Gething sand deposit in the deep basin in central 

Alberta, near a coal bed (Well IO-34.T69 R5 W6M). 
2. Glauconitic sand deposit in southern and central 

Alberta (Well 14.l&T42 R25 W4M). 
3. Carbonate porosity near the top of carbonates in 

northern Alberta (Well 2.4.T63 RI2 WSM). 
4. Granite Wash deposits in northern Alberta (Well 

4.2.TX3 R9 WSM). 
Whileanynumberofothersituationscan bevisualized, 

many of these can be considered slight deviations of 
oneoftheabove. Each situation isdiscussed individually. 
In each case the altered integrated sonic logs are shown 
on the top. corresponding synthetic traces at the bottom, 
and the traces after inversion in the middle. The figures 
show 200 ms of data around the zone of interest. Thr 
depths are given in the captions and the text. Real data 
examples are shown with considerable vertical exag- 
geration. These are given as general illustrations and do 
not necessarily correspond to the sonic logs in the mod- 
elled situations. The shade or colour interval in the 
inversion plots is IO0 or 200 m/s and is given on each 
figure. 
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Fig. 5. Sand of varying thickness in vicinity 01 coal bed. Sand and coal 
beds are marked with arrows. Note that sand zone can be identified 
when it is 8 m thick. Depth section shown is for 1560.Zoo0 m from 
surface. 

Fig. 6. Sand of varying porosity in vicinity of coal bed. Sand and coal 
are marked by arrows. Velocity contrast range corresponds roughly to 
pa~sity increase from 10% to 35%. Note that sand can be identified 
when velocity contrast is 500 m/s. 

RESULTS AND DtSCUSSl0N 

SAND DEPOSIT IN DEW BASIN 
In Figures 5 and 6 Gething (Lower Cretaceous) sand 

is located at 1.064 s. A prominent coal marker is visible 
at 1.080 s. In Figure 5 the sand has a velocity 850 m/s less 
than the surrounding shales, increasing in thickness 
from O-44 mat 4-m intervals. At 4 m the sand is barely 
noticed even on noise-free data, but at 8 m a clear low 
exceeding 100 m/s is noted. As the sand thickncss 
increases. the magnitude of contrast increases as well, 
but the noted thickness remains at X-10 ms until the 
sand thickens so much that the upper high-velocity 
shale becomes too thin to be observed. This and the 
following models show that thin beds are avrraged over 
the resolution limit set by the frequency ranges of seis- 
mic data. For the synthetic traces in this study, this 
limit is observed to be 8 to IO ms (20-25 m). Thinner 
beds are observed indirectly, because they intluence 
the average over this range which shows some of the 
velocity contrast of the thin bed. As the thickness of the 
thin bed increases (36 m in Fig. 5) the observed velocity 
contrast approaches the real velocity contrast. Also 
note that sand bed variations occur IO ms above the 
coal bed and are disrinctivc. While synthetics show 
amplitude buildup at 16-32 m thickness for a wide zone 
relative to sand thickness, followed by rapid decay as 
the thickness increases, inversion is uniqueforall thick- 
ness levels and there is little chance of confusion with 
the cozal bed. 

Figure 6 shows the same sonic except that, in this 
case, the sand thickness is constant at I2 m and the 
velocity contrast increases from 200 m/s to 1400 m/s. 
When expected matrix and water velocities are substi- 
tutedintheequationgivenbyKusterandToksor(lY74). 
they correspond toporositics in sand of 10.35%. Again. 
the observed thickness of the sand zone is IO ms (20 m) 
which becomes quite distinct when the velocity con- 
trast is 600 m/s. The observed contrast increases with 
increasing contrast in the sonic but never approaches 
the actual value. presumably because the bed is too thin 
to be observed accurately by the assumed propagating 
wavelet. Again. the sand and coal beds are clearly 
separated on the inversion traces. 

Figure 7 shows a real data example where productive 
Halfway sand-a deeper sand than that in the model - 
is clearly indicated by a low-velocity zone (green) in the 
right half of the section. More-porous sand in the wells 
towardtheeastismarkedbystilllowervelocity~yellow), 
and the absence of the Halfway sand environment is 
quite pronounced in the western half of the section (all 
blue, except for isolated green spots). 

GLnucoNt~t~tc SANU DFPOSI~IS 

Figures 8, Y and IO show the section for the depths 
1300.I670 mwithGlauconiticsandat .Y64 s, I2 msbelow 
a prominent coal marker. The assumed velocity con- 
trast is 570 m/s and thickness increases from O-20 m at 
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Fig. 7. Real data example of productive Halfway sand. indicated by prominent low (green and pale yellow) in the eastern half of the section: the 
said dips wstward fro& 1.2i 5 in the east. 

4-m intervals (Fig. 8). The synthetic traces show some 
amplitudedecay with increasingthickness. For the four 
traces on the right, inversion does not show the velocity 
low to correspond to the thin sand. Even the 12.m-thick 
sand is too thin to he identified by itself hecause the 
thinnest zoneissome20 mthickontheinversion traces. 
However. the presence of sand is noticeable in a reduc- 
tion of velocity of this 20.m-thick zone even when the 
sand is only 4 m thick. When the sand is I6 and 20 m 
thick, the corresponding low-velocity zone becomes 
clear on the inversion hut with less magnitude. 

In Figwe Y the sand thickness is 4 m and the velocity 
contrastirlcreascsfromOto750 m/sat I50 misintcrvals. 
The reduction in the high-velocity zone becomes notice- 
able when the velocity contrast reaches 450 m/s. In 
Figure IO the sand thickness is 8 m and this reduction 
can hc noted when the contrast is 300 m/s. II appears 
from the models that the thinnest sand that can he 
observed is a function of velocity contrast (porosity. 
fluid content) as well as thickness. Relatively thin porous 
sand can be observed while impervious sand has to be 
thicker- for once the way we would like this to he! 

Figure I I shows a real data example where 3-m-thick 
porous Taber sand - a slightly different environment 
from that of the model-is identified by a lower veloc- 
ity (red zone at .75 s) which is markedly absent where a 
dry well is located. Two other red zones to the right are 
prohahly connected to the drilled sand body. 

CARBONATE POROSITY IN NORTHERN AI.RERTA 

Figures 12 and I3 show the sonic at the depth of 
1550-1870 m with Slave Point carbonate top at 1.040 s. 
In Figure 12. the velocity of the carbonate marker is 
reduced by 5% over thicknesses increasing from 0 to 
36 m in steps of 6 m. Synthetic traces do not show any 
significant differences, hut in the inversion traces the 
velocity over the 30-m zone corresponding to limestone 
between two shales declines gradually such that the 
reduction hecomes noticeable (IO0 m/s) when the thick- 
ness of the lower-velocity zone reaches I2 m and pro- 
nounced (200 m/s) at 30 m. However, the porosity zone 
is too thin for it to he seen in the inversion traces as a 
distinct step comparable to the sonic. 
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Fig. 8. GIauconitic sand with veiocity COntrast ~570 kmsfls with 
neighbouring shales and 01 “arylng thickness. The sand is detectable 
when 4 m ,hi& 
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Fig. 9. Glauconiticsand of4-mthicknessand variableporosity. Veloc- 
ity contrast atter inversion in indxated z0ne between too and iourth 
inverted trace is 100 ms. which suggests that 4.m-thick sand of 
velocity ~ontrast~ith st,iround,ng shalesof missho”id be detected, 
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Fig. IO. Glauconitic sand of 8~~ thickness and variable porosity. 
Velocity contrast after inversion in Indicated zone between to,, and 
third inverted trace is 100 mss. which suggests that 8-m-thick sand 01 
“elocitycontrastwithsuiroundingshalesoi300 m~scouldbedetected. 

In Figwc 13 the thicknca ofthc pwosity done is held 
constant and the velocity reduction is incrcaed from 0 
to 12% in ctcps of 2’:. l:or w:~ter~fillcd limestone with 
largely fwclure pal-o\ity ta\pcct ratio ,051 these reduc- 
tions cot-respond to a porosity inct-ciw li-om 4 to 12%‘. 
Agan. the inversion tl-aces show a gcncral reduction in 
the carhonatc une rather than the notch that is prom- 
nent in xmics Ibr highly porous cerbonatc. Thih ~reduc- 
lion hecomes noticeable t I00 mi\I when the reduction i\ 
4% ?ugge\ting Ihat IX-m-thick pot-osity zones can he 
detected if the porosity changes hy only 25%. Just a\ in 
the C:LSC 01 thin sands. one cannot determine either 
thickness or velocity contrast hut only :m estimate of 
economic worth - a qualitative mcasurc of thickness 
and pwosity comhincd. 

Figwe I4 shows an example of a porous Keg Ki\;cl 
reef iis xcn on the inversion section. Pigut-c IS is an 
example of an invusioil xction iis pt-esented hy Howet 
and Doyd t 19x6). This shows a buildup of Swan Hills 
rccfhctween I.55and I.57 \.nndidentificationofpol-os- 
ity on the flanks of the reef (pink LOIICS indicated by 
illlOM’\,. 

(;I<ANI’rI: WAS11 IN NOKI~HEIIT AI.ISI‘KI,\ 

l’hi? model is genct-ated a little diffcrrntly from the 
other three models. lnstextl of providing the sand with a 
llxed velocity when the thickness i> being changed. the 
sandC%X-2850 ,,I. I .h74-I .6X4 \)w~a\rcplaccd byundcr- 
lying Precamhri;rn velocity, sample by sample (Fig. 16). 
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SOUTHERN ALBERTA TABER SAND 

Fig. 11. Reiil data example where 3.m-thick porous oil-bearing sand is identified by lower velocity (red zones) af 75 5 
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Fig. 12. Carbonate porosity near the top of Slave Point, velocity 
contra*, cmstan, at 5% and thickness inCreaSe* from 0 to 36 m. 
Diflerence in inversion velocity approaches 100 mis when thickness 
IS 12 m. 
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Fig. 13. Carbonate porosity near the top of Slave Point. thickness 
con~tanl at 18 m and velocity contrast increases from 0 to 12%. which 
corresponds to porosity of 4 to 10% for water-filled carbonates with 
aspect ratio of .05 (Kuster and Toksor. 1974). Difference in inversion 
velocity exceeds 100 m/s when contrast is 6%. 
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NORTHERN ALBERTA KEG RIVER REEF c.1.: 75 rn~sec 
0 

Fig. 14. An example of Keg River reef anomaly on inversion s&ion. Porous zone is shown by thicker low-velocity zone I- .5k”l 4 
(light blue) under Slave Point high (dark blue). 

NORTHERN ALBERTA SWAN HILLS 

4 . . 4 4 

Flg. 15. An example of&an Hill porosityanomaiyon inversion section. The build-upofreefisshown bythickening medium-velocity zone between 
1.55 and 1.57 s and porosity by lower-velocity zones indicated by arrows. 



Fig. 15. Grsnite Wash sand, 25 m thick. thinned from below by one 
sample (5 ml successively. inversion predicts velocity change accurately, 
also indicattsd by the gradual reduction in Granite Wash reflection 
WC?“,. 
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Fig. 17. Granite Wash sand of constant thickness of 20 m and veloc- 
ily contrast with neighbouring carbonates and granites ranging from 
1200 IO 2700 m/s. 
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Fig. 18. An example of Granite Wash sand anomaly on inversion section (pale yellow). Zone indicated by the arrow is the likely location of Granite 
Wash at .gO s. 
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The sample rate WLS 2 ms. One sample (5 m) Thick sand 
has a velocity con~rint of only 700 m/s hut 5 sample 
(20 m) thick sand has an avcl-age velocity contrast 01 
l2J.l m/s. Even the thinnest sand i\ idcnlifi;~blc by :I 
distinct Icw whose lmagnitudc incrc;ws :K the wnd 
thickens. Again. the notch is IO ms wide ;md retlccts a 
comhinarion of velocity contrast XXI thicknchs. rather 
than accur;~lely representing tither or holh. ‘l’his model 
also shows that any small changes in the I’rccamhrian 
SUI~;KC arc not likely to he noticed directly. although 
they may hc inferred Srom the pr-cscncc of snnd. 

t;igure 17 shows the synthetic where sand thickness 
is held constant at 20 m and velocity contrast changed 
from I .Z (0 2.7 km/s. For such wntras(s ;md thickness 
the invcnion ITBCCS represent actwl velocity contl-asts 
fail-ly closely. In other- wordy. 20.m-thick sand envel- 
oped hy a high-velocity medium is a thick I;tyer fw 
idenMicarion pur-poses. 

Figure IX shon’s an example of aGranitc Wash anom- 
aly on the inversion section from nwthcl-n Alhcl-ta. The 
arrow indicates thin Granite Wash sands. which appear 
as a thin. pale yellow sVip at .I) 5 in Ihc middle of the 
section. 

CONCI.I!SION 

For the four different environments studied here. 
thin layers cannot he idcntificd specifically but only hy 
general velocity change in the X-IO ms zone aground the 
anomalous thin xme as compared with the X-70 ms 
zone on the stacked section. Thi\ is expected to facili- 
tate the isolation of an anomalous nnc in actual data. 

~‘.g. pul-ous MKI vs co:d hcd located a( a 4ightly differ-- 
ent level. One cim :dso ohtain :i qualitative cstimalc 01 
ecunomic worth li-om the bn;qnicudc of the anomaly hut 
not porosity and thickness scpx~tely. unless contrasts 
are large and/al- SOUI-ce is several ten\ of metes thick. 
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